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Peter Stein, Jena

Abstract

Correspondence by letter in Ancient South Arabia is a rather new subject in Semitic philology.
The first relevant texts were published only in the 1990s. Consequently, the available material is
not very extensive. The present study is based on about 100 mainly Sabaic letters, covering the

historic span from the mid first millennium BC up to the fifth or even sixth centuries CE. A char
acteristic of this correspondence is the material it is written upon – segments of palm leaf stalks
and other pieces of wooden sticks. This can be considered one of the most easily accessible and

cheapest of all writing materials, but nevertheless, in the Ancient Near East, it remains exclusive to
Southern Arabia. In the present approach, the most relevant aspects of this writing material will be

dealt with, as far as there has been research on them. For the texts proper, the focus will be on the

development of epistolary formulae. Unlike in previous studies on the topic, the formulaic struc
tures will be presented within their full textual context – quoting the formulae not in isolation, but
in the framework of complete, representative texts.

1 Introduction. State of research

Only a few decades ago, the existence of correspondence in the Ancient South
Arabian languages and script was completely unknown. Epigraphic documenta

tion from pre Islamic Yemen was restricted to so called ‘monumental inscrip
tions’ – texts carved on rock surfaces and stone blocks, or cast in bronze plates,

numbering up to now almost 10,000 published texts, graffiti, and fragments.2

1 Sigla of inscriptions are quoted according to STEIN, 2003: 274–290, for the letters see also
the list at the end of the paper. The siglum X.BSB designates minuscule inscriptions from
the Bavarian State Library in Munich, published in STEIN, 2008. In the transliteration of An
cient South Arabian inscriptions, the word divider / cf. below, with n. 33) is indicated only
in longer quotations of particular texts; in all other instances this sign is replaced by a simple
space. – I am very much indebted to Michael C.A. Macdonald Oxford) for reading a draft

of this paper.
2 Among these, more than a half can be attributed to the realm of the Sabaic language, fol

lowed by c. 2,000 Qatabanic texts. The Minaic and a ramitic languages have each slightly
more than 1,000 inscriptions for the last mentioned language, the number is currently in
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Inscriptions of this kind can, of course, not be written quickly and spontane

ously, carried and delivered, or even stored in an archive.3 Writing for everyday

life purposes, for commercial and communicative activities, was consequently
not to be expected among these inscriptions and had indeed never been found
there). 4 On the other hand, no alternative writing material had been discovered:

The common materials like papyrus, leather, or perhaps clay tablets, well known
from the neighbouring cultures, were neither archaeologically established nor
even mentioned in the written sources of Ancient South Arabia.5 Of the materi
als commonly used for correspondence in the Ancient Near East only one has so

far been attested in South Arabia – ostraca, pieces of smashed ceramic vessels.

However, these were not used to write letters or legal matters upon. No single

Ancient South Arabian text of communicative or economic content written on an

ostracon has been discovered. As far as we can see, these ostraca serve only one

specific purpose – the identification of corpses in the large tomb buildings of
cemeteries.6

In the early 1970s, two pieces of wood came to light in Yemen, incised all
around with texts in a hitherto unknown script. These sticks in the shape of large

cigars, said to originate from the region of al awf in North Yemen, were put at

creasing by the Russian editing project of the Rayb n archaeological campaigns). For more
details, cf. the comments in the introductory chapter in STEIN, 2008.

3 The two last mentioned arguments are valid, of course, for rock and stone inscriptions only.
Indeed the flat, handy bronze tablets may well be considered portable and easily storable ob

jects; their extraordinarily expensive production, however, a priori excludes any use for
daily communication purposes.

4 One obvious exception is the occurrence of legal deeds, contracts, or settlements in form of
monumental inscriptions, mostly on stone blocks. These are, however, not the original
documents of the deed but rather copies of it, while the original, bearing the signatures of
protagonists and/or witnesses, is laid down in a handy wooden stick that has been kept in an

archive. The monumental version was simply intended to announce an important legal act to
the public cf. STEIN, 2008: 33f.).

5 Some literary indication for writing materials in pre Islamic Arabia is given, however, in
later, Islamic sources. According to Arabic Islamic authors, the contemporaries of the

Prophet Mu ammad, in central i z in the late sixth and early seventh centuries, wrote on

quite different materials, such as the papyrus, leather, and parchment mentioned above, but
also objects more easily at hand like animal bones, stone splinters, and obviously our palm

leaf stalks u ub, see further below). These sources are compiled by MARAQTEN, 1998, cf.

also the evaluation in STEIN, 2005b: 121–133.

6 Particularly in the Aw m cemetery in the Sabaean capital M rib, more than 200 of such

identity tags, bearing the name of the deceased, have been unearthed cf. GERLACH, 2002:

57).
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the disposal of the Jordanian scholar Mahmud al Ghul Ma m d Al al l)
who spent the remaining years of his life in deciphering their script.7 Due to the

alledged provenance of these inscriptions, their language was supposed to be
some Ancient South Arabian language or dialect; the cursive character of their
script, however, allowed a basic deciphering only in the late 1970s. After al
Ghul’s death in 1983, his work was continued by Yusuf Abdallah Y suf
Mu ammad Abdall h, an Walter W. Müller Marburg), and the late
Jacques Ryckmans Louvain la Neuve). The text of the two first sticks, identi
fied as two letters of quite similar background, but still hardly comprehensible in
detail,8 was made public by Alfred F.L. Beeston Oxford) in 1989. Three years
earlier, another inscription, a receipt of a commercial transaction, had been pub
lished by Abdallah. In the meantime, other pieces of similar character had come
to light – not only letters but also numerous legal and business documents.9 A
first mile stone in research was set by the team of Ryckmans, Müller, and Abd
allah in 1994. Their comprehensive volume not only contains studies on several

structural aspects of this new type of epigraphy, but also a complete publication
of sixteen pieces from the National Museum and the university collection in

an among them seven letters. Until today, the number of published inscrip
tions of this sort exceeds forty,10 among them sixteen letters, seventeen legal and

economic documents, and four writing exercises alphabets). However, there are

several thousands of texts in public collections in an there is talk of six
thousand pieces11), Munich four hundred texts12), and Leiden more than three

7 On the history of the decipherment and early research on the Ancient South Arabian inscrip
tions on wood, see, e.g., BEESTON, 1989: 15f., RYCKMANS/MÜLLER/ABDALLAH, 1994: 25ff.,
MÜLLER, 1997–1998, and ROBIN, 2001: 528–537.

8 In the following years, no other approach to an interpretation of the contents of these 14

lines texts was undertaken. The first attempt to give a preliminary but complete translation

of both texts has been made only recently in STEIN, 2005a.

9 As far as can be seen at the moment, the majority of the wooden documents is made up of
documents from daily business activities like accounts and settlements, promissory and ob

ligation notes and so on. By the way, also the bulk of the letters is concerned with economic

and commercial affairs. For an introduction to the several kinds of text genres written on

wooden sticks, see the introduction in STEIN, 2008.

10 Apart from the above mentioned monograph, the texts are published in various places. For
an up to date bibliography, see the entries in STEIN, 2008: 743f.; a complete list of all pub
lished letters is given below.

11 In the Yemeni National Museum 4,000 sticks), the Military Museum 2,000), and the mu
seum of the university a dozen; thus MARAQTEN, 2000– 2001: 81). It is questionable, how

AS/EA LXII•3•2008, S. 771–802
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hundred13). The publication of the collection of the Bavarian State Library in
Munich is currently in progress.14

Besides the work on the texts themselves, also systematic and material ap

proaches to this new kind of epigraphy have been made. First of all, the script of
these texts has been analyzed, defining its special character as cursive or ‘minus

cule’ script in comparison with the contemporary inscriptions on stone or metal
called ‘monumental’ script). The fundamental work in this field was done by

Ryckmans who finally produced a fairly detailed sequence of palaeographic

development which allows not only the reconstruction of a straight development

of the minuscule script over almost fifteen centuries, but also the establishment
of a relative chronology of the minuscule inscriptions see especially
RYCKMANS, 2001; a rough overview for the palaeographic development of both
minuscule and monumental script is given here in fig. 3.1). Thanks to this work,
we are able to pursue the historical attestation of minuscule inscriptions from the

earliest time of the Ancient South Arabian culture in the eighth or even tenth)
century BC up to the latest phase in the sixth century CE. 15

Concerning the formulae of the inscriptions, Mohammed Maraqten Mar
burg) has presented a first attempt at systematically analyzing the structure of
Sabaic letters MARAQTEN, 2003).16 A short introduction to Sabaic letter struc
ture is also given in STEIN, 2006: 385–389. An exhaustive analysis of the An
cient South Arabian epistolary formulae, in comparison with the letter corpora of
other contemporary cultures, by the present writer is in preparation.

ever, how many of these sticks indeed bear authentic Ancient South Arabian inscriptions
since we have to allow for a comparatively high percentage of fakes cf. the following note).

12 In the Bavarian State Library. Another 400 items of that collection were originally unin
scribed pieces i.e., sticks prepared for writing, but then never used) to which some ‘inscrip

tion’ has been added by a recent forger.
13 At the Oosters Instituut cf. RYCKMANS, 2001: 223f.).
14 Of this project, financially supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, the first

volume is already in press STEIN, 2008).
15 In the meantime, this data could basically be proved by means of modern radiocarbon dat

ings of selected inscribed sticks see recently DREWES et al., 2006). For some examples,

these tests gave reason for a dating as early as the tenth century BC – more than 200 years

before the first monumental inscriptions were written in South Arabia! As for the fourth
sixth centuries CE, the relative chronology is more accurately fixed by the help of absolute

dates according to the imyarite era.

16 This approach, mainly based on the published material and several unpublished texts from
the Yemeni National Museum in an will be augmented and, wherever necessary, re

vised in the following pages.

AS/EA LXII• 3•2008, S. 771–802
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The following presentation is based on the data of the sixteen published let
ters as mentioned above) and some eighty letters from the collection of the Ba

varian State Library in Munich. Out of the latter, seventy four texts belong to the

later phase of the minuscule script palaeographic periods Ry IIIa–IVb, after
RYCKMANS, 2001), which can be dated between the fifth/fourth centuries BC
and the sixth century CE.17 These seventy four letters are the complete material
preserved in the Munich collection from those periods and may thus be consid
ered in some way representative for the corpus of Middle and Late Sabaic letters
as a whole. These texts are exhaustively discussed in the edition in STEIN, 2008.
In contrast to this, the previous periods, going back at least to the eighth century
BC,18 have not yet been covered in similar detail. While more than thirty items

from these periods have already been identified as letters, the analysis of most of
them still remains to be carried out. Consequently, the structure of these Early
Sabaic letters presented in § 4.1) should be considered as somewhat preliminary
for the time being.

AS/EA LXII•3•2008, S. 771–802

2 Material aspects of the letters

2.1 Provenance and material constitution of the wooden sticks

As far as can be seen, almost all of the minuscule inscriptions known so far
come from one single place, the ancient city of Na n today as Sawd 19 in
the Yemeni awf, where they were unearthed during clandestine excavations.20

17 Cf. above, with n. 15, and for more details STEIN, 2008: 45ff.. This span corresponds

roughly with what is called the ‘Middle Sabaic’ and ‘Late Sabaic’ periods in Ancient South

Arabian culture and language history.
18 Cf. again above, with n. 15. These texts are contemporary with the so called ‘Early Sabaic’

period.

19 For a discussion of the provenance of the sticks see J. F. Breton in RYCKMANS/MÜL–
LER/ABDALLAH, 1994: 4. One of the probable locations of the alledged archive of this city
lies in the immediate vicinity of a sanctuary cf. the photograph op.cit.: 72). The provenance

from Na n has meanwhile been confirmed also by particular hints as toponyms and the

like) in the texts themselves.

20 Only two dozens of such texts have been found by scientific excavations, namely at the site

of Rayb n in a ramawt cf. FRANTSOUZOFF, 1999). Among them, however, no letters have

so far been identified. It is, of course, to be expected that similar archives or what has re

mained of them) may be preserved beneath the surface of other historic places in Yemen as

well.
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Especially in respect to the correspondence, however, this does not mean that
they were all written in that very place. As common sense suggests, we must

expect that Na n was the destination rather than the starting point of the letters

which were found there – an assumption that is supported also by some evidence
from the inscriptions themselves.21

Given the precondition that the material used for everyday writing should
be of the cheapest, most easily accessible sort, the letters should be written on
wood of trees or shrubs which were sufficiently spread in the particular region.

For the majority of the inscriptions this question is easily solved: They are writ
ten on palm leaf stalks, cut off the leaves of the date palm Phoenix dactylifera)
which was cultivated in huge plantations throughout the oases on the north
eastern fringe of the Yemeni highlands, i.e., for example, in the Sabaean capital
M rib as well as in the awf and thus in Na n, the location of our archive).
Besides this, a considerable number of the letters22 is written on pieces of some

sort of juniper, a tree which grows from a height of 2,000 meters onwards, but
not at all in the awf, a region with an elevation average of 1,100 meters and,
moreover, with negligible rainfall). It is obvious that these letters must have

been written somewhere in the Yemeni highlands and then delivered to their
destination in the city of Na n. The third important material is wood of the

Sodom’s apple Calotropis procera).23 This characteristic desert plant was used

in the above mentioned cultural zones after date palm produce suffered a con

siderable decline. From the fourth century CE onwards, Calotropis completely
displaced the formerly used palm leaf stalks. 24

The branches of either wood were cut into handy segments of c. 10–20 cm,

sometimes even more than 30 cm length. The thickness of these pieces ranges

between 1.5 and 3.5 cm, with an average of about 2 cm.

21 One of these criteria is the different toponyms mentioned in the texts, which sometimes give

a hint of the present location of the sender, another is the different material see the follow
ing paragraph and, for both points, in detail STEIN, 2008: 21ff.).

22 Of the above mentioned seventy four texts from Middle Sabaic Late Sabaic times, about

25 % belong to this group.

23 From a botanical point of view, all these plants are well established in Yemen for the date

palm, see e.g. SIMA, 2000: 217– 246, for the other JAGIELLA/KÜRSCHNER, 1987: 64f., 110f.).
24 Of the Munich collection, practically all minuscule inscriptions not only letters) from the

last palaeographic period Ry IVb 4th–6th c) are written on Calotropis or juniper, while
palm leaf stalks are completely lacking for that time. The decline of date palm cultivation in
Yemen in the last centuries before Islam is reflected in several written sources cf., e.g.,

SIMA, 2000: 235, 238f.

AS/EA LXII• 3•2008, S. 771–802
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2.2 The mode of writing. Sealing and envelopping

Being stripped of their bark, branches of Calotropis as well as juniper were in
scribed round the surface, starting beneath a horizontal line. In contrast to this,
the palm leaf stalks needed no further preparation. The writing surface was

clearly determined by their differentiated shape: Inscribing started, as a rule, on
the top of the convex upper surface which provides much more and smoother)
space than the underside of the stalk. Except for the horizontal line, the follow
ing features are shared by both types of wood: The text may be delimited by
vertical lines to the right as well as to the left. On the right margin, besides the

first lines of the text, a symbol can be engraved.25 If the field of writing prepared

like that is found not sufficient enough for the whole text, the remaining pas

sages are written on the left and right margins, often after turning the stick by
180° for an example, see X.BSB 141/8–11 quoted below).

The script is incised with a pointed stylus; some such styluses, made of
ivory and metal and having a length of between 8 and 15 cm, have survived
among the inscribed wooden sticks.26 Writing with ink or the like is not attested

in this context at all.
Although there is mention of seals in some texts,27 material traces of this

have not survived. The same must be stated in respect to envelopes or the like.
Even though the address formulae are rather defective lacking, e.g., the location
of the addressee), no evidence for an external address has been found. At the
present stage of research we have to proceed from the hypothesis that the letters
were delivered in the cover less shape they were found in.

25 The function of these symbols has not yet been determined. The very limited repertoire of
different shapes which can probably be traced back to two or three basic forms) suggests a

connection with a centrally organized writing process cf. the discussion below in § 5).
26 Cf. the photograph in RYCKMANS/MÜLLER/ABDALLAH, 1994: 82.

27 One letter, X.BSB 92/2, speaks of “the seal of the written document” tm s rn), another,

Document A/9f., mentiones “wax and the seal” lkm w ytmn, see RYCKMANS/MÜLLER/

ABDALLAH, 1994: 65). Both passages, however, do not refer to the letter they are mentioned

in.
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3 The language(s) of the texts

In the preceding paragraphs, there was at least implicitely) talk of letters in the

Sabaic language only. In all probability, however, correspondence by letter in
the Ancient South Arabian minuscule script should be expected throughout the
entire cultural region, hence not only in Sabaic, but also in the other Ancient
South Arabian languages and even dialects).28 And indeed, besides the few

a ramitic inscriptions from Rayb n n. 20), many Minaic texts have been

found among the minuscule texts from the awf, among them several letters.

Since only one of them has been published X.JRy b 2, see RYCK
MANS/LOUNDINE, 1997), and few of the Munich collection have been studied so

far, they play only a marginal role in our analysis. Despite some grammatical
specifics, however, these texts exhibit no fundamental differences from the for
mula of the contemporary Sabaic letters. One remarkable exception, which is
shared by some letters in the Amirite dialect of Sabaic as well, will be discussed

in § 5.1, with n. 66.
As for the letters written in Sabaic, their language resembles the idiom

known from the contemporary monumental inscriptions. The slight differences
are stylistic rather than grammatical. 29 At present there is indication of neither a

special vernacular nor some sort of supra regional ‘high level’ register within
the idiom of the letters. In single letters of the Minaic period, however, we find
some mixture between the two languages: letters written mainly in Sabaic but
containing one or another Minaism, and vice versa.30 This peculiarity, already
known from monumental inscriptions, can shed some light on the practice of
writing in the multilingual situation in the awf region during the first millen
nium BC.31

28 As for the latter, one may refer to the three letters X.BSB 95, 96, and 97 which are written in
the dialect of the northern Yemeni tribe of Am r the prominent characteristics in the

grammar of this dialect are discussed in STEIN, 2007).

29 For examples, see the overview in STEIN, 2008: 39ff.
30 E.g., the preposition k instead of l “for” in the closing formula of the Sabaic letter X.BSB

86/12, and the enclitic pronoun hw in the Minaic text Mon.script.sab. 133/4f.
31 It may be argued that such a ‘mixed’ text was written by a scribe who’s mother tongue was,

say, Minaic, while his client wanted him to write a letter in Sabaic. The coexistence of all
three languages respective dialects i.e., Sabaic, Minaic, and the Amirite dialect) in several

cities of the awf is epigraphically well established.

AS/EA LXII• 3•2008, S. 771–802
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4 Structural aspects of the texts. Epistolary formulae

As a rule, Ancient South Arabian letters like all Ancient South Arabian inscrip
tions) exhibit no graphical means of structuring, neither punctuation32 nor para

graphs or the like the only structural element regularly found in all texts is the

word divider, a vertical stroke to separate single word units from each other33).

In particular, the address of a letter is in no way graphically distinct from the
main text of the message, as can easily be seen in the facsimiles on figs. 3.2–3.6.
The only way of organizing a text is by special syntactic constructions. The most
striking feature in this respect is placing a part of a sentence – mainly the subject
– in front of it, followed, in most cases, by the progress marking particle f like
w t f f l(n) “As for you, make ” as in YM 11742/2, below) and w h f f l
“As for him [the sender], he has done” cf. X.BSB 98/6, below, and the for
mula w hmw f ngyw discussed in § 5.1). Besides this, the letter’s structure is
mainly determined by opening and closing formulae, as will be demonstrated in
the following lines. These expressions of politeness are of stereotypical character
and have a rather fixed position in the text; the use of them, however, is optional.

During almost one and a half millennia of epigraphic documentation, the

Ancient South Arabian epistolary formulae underwent certain changes. The most
striking change took place around the fifth/fourth century BC, at the end of the
Early Sabaic period: Before this date, the address formula was formed by a ver

bal sentence “X has written to Y”) 34, while afterwards it is embedded in a

nominal phrase “(Message) to Y from X”)35. Apart from these syntactical dif
ferences, the principal elements of letter structure, like greetings and blessing

formulae, remain basically unchanged. Differences are restricted to certain key
words and, of course, the deities invoked.

In the following sections, the main steps in this development will be dem

onstrated by some representative examples. In order to give an authentic impres
sion of the structures, the single elements of the formulae are not presented sepa

32 For the only seeming exception, the ‘final mark’ transcribed with | and \// respectively, see

below, nn. 38 and 51. In some business accounts, this sign is used to separate several entries

from each other, but it never occurs between elements of formulae, e.g., to separate intro
ductory matters like address and greetings from the actual message of a letter.

33 Such a unit is formed by a single noun or verb which can be augmented by uni consonantal

particles like the prepositions b l etc., and by pronominal suffixes and enclitics. Cf. also

n. 1.
34 Type 3 of the praescriptio formulae in MARAQTEN, 2003: 277f.

35 Corresponding to type 1 and 2 of the praescriptio formulae in MARAQTEN, 2003: 277f.

AS/EA LXII•3•2008, S. 771–802
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rately, but rather in the context of a whole sample letter. In order to distinguish
the often stereotypical formulae from the message proper, they are marked in
bold face. If not otherwise indicated, the examples are taken from inscriptions
written in the Sabaic language § 3).

4.1 The earliest period

The earliest phase covers the palaeographic styles Ry I–Ry IId. The letter struc
ture of this period is characterized by a verbal expression of the address formula:

“S(ender) has written to A(ddressee)” S A)36. The letters are written in Sabaic

Early Sabaic) and Minaic.

Oost.Inst. 1437 cf. figs. 3.2a–b)

1. mw n / t / byt / bmhmw / t /

2. bw n / w t k / ysrt / rb / m ymm | ////
3. w qnmn / n mm | // | w qnt / nm / w

4. l m | / | w mf r / bl nm | f | w mhn

5. t krn / w s rn / l t k /

6. tysrn / l k / w ml / t / m ym

7. tm / mmtm

MW N, the related by marriage) of the family of BMHMW, has written the fol
lowing) 2 to BW N:

Your sister has sent four m ym 4)38 3 and two qnm [units of measure] of aromata 2), and

also) one qnt [unit of measure] of flour of wl [some sort of grain] 4 1) and one mf r [unit
of measure] of lentils F)39.

What else) 5 you want and write to your sister, 6 she will send it to you and refund one

m ymt [unit of measure] 7 of linseed.

36 This verb is derived from the geminated root “to draw a line, inscribe”.
37 A palm leaf stalk of 15.9 x 2.1 cm, written in the palaeographic style Ry IIb perhaps 7th–

6th c BC). For publication and further bibliographical reference of this and the following
texts see the list at the end of the paper.

38 The numbers of the counted objects, regularly expressed in numeral nouns, are repeated in
ciphers, placed between two double bars which are transcribed here with | at the end of
each passage. These double bars are well known from Early Sabaic and Minaic) monumen

tal inscriptions, serving exactly the same function there.

39 This abbreviation is not, as previously suggested, the cipher for fq “half” e.g.

DREWES/RYCKMANS, 1997: 227) but rather a symbol for the measure unit mf r see the dis

cussion in STEIN, 2008: 73f.).
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The fact that this letter lacks any greeting formula may be simply by accident.
Also in later periods, business letters, especially when addressed to a servant of a

lower social position, omit these expressions of politeness. From other, still un
published letters, however, the structure of greetings in this early phase can be
reconstructed. A common expression of greeting, occurring in at least three
texts40, is w h smn yw, which may be translated as “Be many times greeted!”.41

In one Minaic letter from the palaeographic period Ry IId, these greetings are
followed by a passage which can clearly be compared with the later blessing

invocations: w wd l ys2m k “May the god) Wadd hear you” Mon.script.sab.

248/1f.). As these few examples show, the basic structure of epistolary formula
established in the later periods, consisting of address, greetings and blessing

invocations, can be assumed for the earliest phase as well.

AS/EA LXII•3•2008, S. 771–802

4.2 The middle period

This period is defined by the palaeographic styles Ry IIIa–Ry IVa, the former
starting in about the fifth century BC, the latter ending in the late third century
CE. Linguistically, it is characterized mainly by Middle Sabaic dialects.42 At the
beginning of this phase,43 Minaic inscriptions also occur; they show, however,
no marked differences in the structure of their formula.44

As already mentioned, the structure of the address has completely changed.

From now on, the addressee is mentioned first often preceded by byt “mes
sage”45 designating the document), the sender only in the second place. The

40 Mon.script.sab. 128/1, 248/1, and 643/1f.
41 The form h smn is best interpreted as an imperative “to do something many times, repeat

edly”, as in the common formula h sm md “ to thank many times” in Middle Sabaic letters

e.g., in YM 11729/3f. below). The root YW “to live, be alive” is also attested in the greet

ings of the more recent letters, embedded in a precative sentence w l hw l th ywn “From
him i.e., the sender) you shall be greeted lit. kept alive)” ibid. ll. 1f.).

42 For a structural definition of the several phases of Sabaic language history, see STEIN, 2003:

5ff. For the minuscule inscriptions, the exact turning point from the Early to the Middle Sa

baic stage has not yet been defined.

43 With the decline of the Minaean culture in the second century BC, Minaic disappeared also

in the minuscule inscriptions.
44 Of course, word formation follows the grammatical rules of Minaic in these texts. For in

stance, the address is introduced by the preposition k instead of l : k A m n S “To A from
S”.

45 byt is probably derived from the root BB “teach, proclaim / judge” cf. BEESTON et al.,

1982: 152). The alternative derivation from an otherwise unattested root * BY, peferred by
MARAQTEN, 2003: 277, seems less probable from an etymological point of view.
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whole is formed by a nominal phrase: bytm) l A m n S “ message) to A from
S”. All other formulae are, again, optional. Especially in business letters, expres

sions of politeness like greetings are lacking; the following text gives an exam

ple:

YM 11742 TYA 646 cf. figs. 3.3a–b)

1. l whr / brn / m n / y ll / bd / gr
2. fm / w nt / f ln / bd / dwrm /
3. hysr / b m / sb m / w l / t yrn / ys

4. n / y ll signature

To WHR of the clan) BRN from Y LL, the servant of the clan) GRFM.
2 As for you, take care of the servant of the clan) DWRM who
3 was sent to you) together with SB M, and do not disgrace him!
4 Y LL has signed this).

At the end of this letter, another specific can be observed: a colophone of the

sender. This colophone consists of the sender’s name, followed by his individual
signature.47 Since letters were normally written by professional scribes § 5), it
can be assumed that the sender has scratched only the signature, while the name
here: Y LL), as far as written in the same ductus as the preceding text like in

the present example), was carved by the scribe as well.
Unlike the example above, the majority of the letters make use of one or

another polite form. These phrases consist of elements which can be considered
stereotypical, not intended to fit a particular situation. The different types of
these formulae are illustrated by the marked passages of the following examples.

Each of the formulae pointed out in these samples occurs in the same structure in
several other letters as well. There are two main types of blessings, one using a

form of the root KRB “to bless” as in the following example), another combin
ing the verb h b “to make shine, enlighten” and the noun n mt “good luck” as

in the examples further below). The last mentioned noun forms also part of the

common blessing phrase w l k n mtm “Good luck to you!” at the very end of
many letters.

46 A palm leaf stalk of 11.1 x 1.7 cm, written in ductus Ry IVa.
47 Only occasionally, the person mentioned in the colophone is not identical with the sender

as in the example from X.BSB 158/7, quoted in § 5.1 below). In these cases, we have to as

sume that the letter was dictated by a servant or another representative in the name of the

sender.
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Another stereotype is the reference to a previous letter which had reached
the sender of the present one before. In some cases, also the bearer of this previ
ous correspondence is mentioned as in line 2 of the following example).

AS/EA LXII•3•2008, S. 771–802

X.BSB 98 Mon.script.sab. 3848 cf. figs. 3.4a–b)

Obverse:

1. bytm / l lwhb / m n / klbm / w lmqhw / l yk
2. rbn k / w s r / s rk / m / b m / mhbm / w sqy / l
3. s / ym n / k h f hw / sqy / sr / sb / w ms m /
4. gmsm / ym n / sqy / sr / sb / f s rn / l hw / k hm

5. yr y / kn / yhz n / l k / tmrm / ly / msn /
6. gmsn / w h / ny m / qrfn / hm / d / f

Reverse:

7. y / w b / <r> / lq / qwrfn / ly / b m / hwtr
8. < > t / b r / lq / qwrfn / ly / b m hw /
9. <...>

Message to LWHB from KLBM.
May the god) LMQHW 2 bless you.
The writing you have written has arrived with MHBM.
The irrigation device) of 3 L S floods the land), after the irrigation device) of the oasis of
Saba has supplied it with water. Exactly five 4 plots of) fallow the irrigation device) of the

oasis of Saba floods at the moment). Now, write to him, for if 5 he sees your relevant
instruction) he can continue like this to lay out) date plantations on the(se) five 6 fallows. He
has only two fields flooded so far) until they were sufficiently supplied [?]. 7 As for the

matter of the portions [?] of the fields which are with HWTR T, 8 <<as for the matter of
the portions [?] of the fields which are with him [sc. HWTR T?]>> [?]49 <...>

48 A palm leaf stalk of 13.4 x 1.8 cm, from the palaeographic period Ry IIIa. The text is pub
lished in STEIN, 2008.

49 The motivation of the repeated phrase is not clear, perhaps we have to assume a scribal
mistake. In any case, this prepositional phrase should have been followed by a main clause.

Finally, at the very end of the letter, we would expect the stereotypical blessing formula w l
k n mtm “Good luck to you!” as in the following examples). Obviously the letter was not
finished and, thus, never delivered to its addressee.
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X.BSB 107 Mon.script.sab. 8050 cf. figs. 3.5a–b)

Obverse:

1. bytm / l m wbm / grfm / m n / mrkrb / mlk / hrmm / w hrm / bn / m
2. bhlm / w l k / l yh b n / tr / w smwy / n mtm / w h rk / ywm k / w

3. nt / f hm / tr wn / f ngwn / r l / frztm / w r l / f lm / w
4. y d / l t / ysfrnn / dy / hrmm / l t / yrk?sw / byn hmw / w byn / lb
5. m / ymrm / w b hm / l y mdnn k / w l s / yly n / t bytm / b
6. n k / w l k / l yh d

Reverse:

7. n / tr / w smwy / n mtm \// 51

Message to M WBM of the clan) GRFM from MRKRB, king of the city of) Hara
mum52, and HRM, son of 2 MBHLM.
May the gods) TR and SMWY let shine good luck upon you and prolong your
day.
3 As for you – if you like, ask R L of the clan) FRZTM and R L of the clan) F LM
and 4 Y D that they should travel to Haramum in order that they distribute the posses

sions) [?] between themselves and LB M 5 of the clan) YMRM. Eagerly [?] they [the
senders] will thank you for this). And nobody will therefore) provoke trouble with you.
6 To you may 7 the gods) TR and SMWY renew good luck.

In the following text, two other features can be observed. The first is a greeting

formula, formed of the verb h yw lit. “to keep alive”), apparently in the passive

voice with the addressee as its subject53 lines 1f. of YM 11729). Since the root

50 A palm leaf stalk of 21.2 x 1.9 cm, from the palaeographic period Ry IVa. The text is pub

lished in STEIN, 2008.
51 This sign, formed by two large and one shorter stroke, is often used to mark the end of a text

and can thus be considered some kind of punctuation mark cf. above, n. 32). Morphologi
cally, it can be identified with the double bar that is used to separate ciphers from the run

ning text in Early Sabaic inscriptions like Oost.Inst. 14, see above, with n. 38).

52 The city of Haram today aribat Hamd n) is one of the ancient centres of the Yemeni
awf region, located about 15 km east of Na n/as Sawd see ROBIN, 1992: 10–60). The

king mentioned in our text has, however, not yet been identified.
53 In contrast to this, the sender is introduced by the preceding preposition l thus already

BEESTON, 1989: 18, in respect to Document B/1). Previous interpretations of this verb as ac

tive e.g., MARAQTEN, 2003: 279: “and may you wish for him i.e., the sender) to continue in
life”) do not really make sense. Introduction of the agent of a passive action by the preposi

tion l is a feature known, for example, in classical Arabic as well.
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YW “to live, be alive” is clearly used in a context of greeting in other texts,54

this phrase should be considered more a greeting than a blessing formula. Struc

turally, it has to be distinguished from the blessings that regularly invoke deities.
The other feature is an inquiry about the well being of the correspondent,55

followed by a statement on the sender’s own condition. These inquiries, how
ever, must equally be considered stereotypical formulae since they are always
used in the same unspecified manner that shows no individual feature at all.

AS/EA LXII•3•2008, S. 771–802

YM 11729 TYA 756

1. l w dkrb / w qssm / m n / r d l / q bn / w
2. l hw / l th ywn / w tr / w lmqhw / l h b n
3. n / l kmw / n mtm / w b t / wfym / br n kmw / f h
4. smw / md / w br n hmw / f d / wfym / w hmy

5. wdk / m n / yhn / rkbn / m rn / glglnm / w

6. wdn / m n / rb wm / mkrbn / bytm / ml tm /
7. nm / w b hw / rb t / m rtm / w [s]b tm / b hw

8. ml / w bl nm / w ms ym / w l kmw / n mtm \//

To W DKRB and QSSM from R D L of the clan) Q BN.
2 From him you shall be greeted.

May the gods) TR and LMQHW 3 let shine good luck upon you.
For the fact) that well being was reported) from you they 4 have thanked many times.
From them also) well being was reported.

If 5 you have brought from YHN the rkb [a functionary], two m r [unit of measure] of
sesame, 6 bring also) from RB WM, the mkrb [a functionary], a full ‘sack’ of 7 flour and

moreover four m r and one sb t [units of measure] of 8 salt, lentils, and ms y.
Good luck to you.

54 E.g., w hn m f ywn l hw w lhn f ywn 8 l hw “And as for HN M – greet him from him

[the sender], and as for LHN – greet him from him!” at the end of the letter Mon.script.sab.

68/7f. cf. already WENINGER, 2002: 218ff.). Here, the verb in imperative) must be consid
ered a derived stem 02 cf. Arabic ayy with the same meaning) which shows in general

some semantic similiarities to the H stem.

55 This phrase was syntactically misunderstood in the past. The translation of w b t wfym br
n k(mw) f h sm(w) md by MARAQTEN, 2003: 279f.: “and herewith well being for you and

may you always be thankful” completely ignores the syntactical function of the particle f as

convincingly established by NEBES, 1995 cf. the treatment of some passages from episto

lary formulae op. cit. 272).

56 A palm leaf stalk of 13.2 x 2.5 cm, written in a late ductus of the palaeographic period Ry
IVa c. 2nd half of the 3rd c CE).
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4.3 The late period

The last period of Sabaic epistolography is contemporary with the last three

centuries of the Ancient South Arabian culture. From the fourth century CE on
wards, the Sabaic57 minuscule inscriptions make use of a characteristic palaeo

graphic shape which forms the last step in the development of the Ancient South

Arabian minuscule script called Ry IVb). Concerning the letter’s structure, the

Middle Sabaic formulae basically remain in use, suffering changes only in their
vocabulary: Instead of l the preposition br is used to indicate the addressee,

and the latter may be introduced by the polite epithet t rg “authority, honour”.
The designation byt of the message no longer occurs, but can be replaced by a

more elaborate phrase r m w slmnm “news and greetings” lit. “ something)

of affairs and salutations”).
From a cultural point of view, the monotheistic nature of the blessing for

mula has to be noticed. From the late fourth century onwards, it replaces the

polytheist invocation in letters of earlier periods.58

The third part of the introductory formula, concerning the circumstances of
writing the letter w hmw f ngyw l s r br kmw k “As for them [the senders],

they have asked to write to you that ..”, lines 4f. of the following text), is dis
cussed in § 5.1 below. Also this phrase, occurring in four letters of the monothe
istic period,59 seems to be a fixed formula of a stereotypical character.

57 The other Ancient South Arabian languages have died out in the meantime like Minaic and

probably Qatabanic) or have been reduced to a merely spoken idiom with any appreciable

output of writing like a ramitic).
58 Admittedly there is no certain chronological indication for this change in the blessing invo

cations. Indeed the official conversion of rulers of the imyarite dynasty can be fixed in the
380s see e.g. ROBIN, 2003: 102–105), but there is some evidence that among the ordinary
population, the older faith survived much longer. While an explicitly monotheistic letter
may therefore be dated posterior to the mentioned date, this provides no terminus ante quem

for the polytheistic invocations.
59 X.BSB 141/4f., X.BSB 142/5, X.BSB 149/2f., and X.BSB 144/4f. While the three first

mentioned texts contain an explicit invocation of the monotheist god, the last letter omits
any blessing formulae. For reasons of palaeography, however, it should belong to the same

period as the other three texts.
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X.BSB 141 Mon.script.sab. 660 cf. figs. 3.6a–b)

1. r m / w s<l>mnm / br / t rg / lm... 8. n m

2. bzn / m n / md / rsb / w b mr 9. tm /

3. bzn / w r mnn / b smyn / l ykrbn 10. w dyn

4. t rg kmw / b n mtm / w wfym / w hmw / f ngy 11. m \ //

5. w / l s[ ] r / br kmw / k d / m hmw / r
6. w.[.].... / [ ] [?] f m hmw / w mr / w mnkmw

7. b r / w l t rg kmw

News and greetings to the honour of LM[...] 2 of the clan) BZN from MD of the

clan) RSB and B MR 3 of the clan) BZN.
May R MNN61 who is in heaven bless 4 your honour with good luck and well being.
As for them [the senders], they have asked 5 to write to you that R has not yet
reached them. 6 Instead?) [...] has reached them and came to them). You have however)
assured to send) 7 R
To your honour 8–11 good luck and justice!62

5 Organization of writing and delivering a message

5.1 Identification of the letter's scribe

This section deals with one main question: Who actually wrote these letters? Of
course, this question is not easily answered, since it involves highly speculative
matters as literacy, education and the like, matters which are widely disputed
even for ancient cultures with much better documentation, and can therefore not
be discussed exhaustively within the framework of this paper.63 What can be
done, however, is to collect the main arguments that can be drawn from the texts
themselves, arguments in favour of the assumption that the letters were generally

60 Segment of a branch of juniper of 19.7 x 2.1 cm, written in the palaeographic style Ry IVb
c. 5th c CE). The text is published in STEIN, 2008, a German translation is already given in

STEIN, 2006: 396f.

61 One of the names of the monotheist god cf. the Arabic epithet ar Ra m n) which can be of
either Jewish or Christian background. Other designations of this deity are “God” ln or
lhn) or simply “lord of heaven and earth” mr /b l smyn w r n), comparable to the epithet

following the name in the text above.

62 The last four lines of the text are written upside down on the left margin after the prepared

field of writing was completely filled up see the facsimile on fig. 3.6b).
63 For a recent approach to the question of literacy in pre Islamic Arabia, see STEIN, 2005b.
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written by their sender’s own hand, and arguments for the contrary – that they
were written by professional scribes.64

One particular feature in this connection is the grammatical person the

sender of a letter is mentioned in. Generally, the reference to the sender in the

first person allows two interpretations: Either the sender dictated the text word
by word to a professional scribe,65 or he himself wrote it with his own hand. If
the sender is referred to in the third person, however, a composition in his own
hand can reasonably be excluded. Consequently, since the Sabaic letters basi

cally refer to the sender in the third person,66 they should have been written by
another person, presumably by an educated professional scribe. This assumption
is supported by the fact that all the letters known so far originate from one and

the same place see above, with n. 19) where they were found mixed up with
other writings like legal and business documents, notes from ritual context and
also many exercises – remnants of exactly that training with which the scribes

were prepared for their profession.67 The concentration of all these different texts

in one single place strongly suggests the existence of a central archive, an office
which was occupied with the composition, notarizing, and storage of all kinds of

64 The latter assumption is favoured also by MARAQTEN 2003, based on the argument of the

“contractual formulas, whose characteristic and stereotypical features are sometimes recog

nizable to the trained eye” op.cit. 275).
65 Thus, for example, in Ancient Mesopotamia. Although the opinions on the stage of literacy

in the cuneiform cultures differ widely, it is obvious that not all of the Akkadian letters were

written by their sender’s own hand. Moreover – the job of the “scribe” Akkadian up arru,
from Sumerian dub sar “tablet writer”) was a well known, important profession. In a quite
positivistic approach, for example, WILCKE, 2000: 48 reaches the following conclusion for
the urban societies from the Ur III period onwards: “Die Lesefähigkeit war dabei sicher im
mer wesentlich stärker entwickelt als die aktive Beherrschung der Schrift.” That means that

although many officials and merchants may have been able to read their correspondence

themselves, they would nevertheless have had letters and other documents) written by a

professional scribe – in a literal dictation, as the use of the first person shows.

66 This is in some contrast to an earlier practice. A considerable percentage of the Minaic
letters are written in the first person. Since they exhibit no other differences, neither in their
formal appearance nor in their textual structure, from the letters in the third person, it has to
be questioned whether or not this evidence must be taken as indication for a scribal practice

different from that of the later periods. The early texts still need further investigation.
67 Among these school texts, some examples with epistolary formulae have also been found,

namely X.BSB 160, 164, 167, and others. These exercises comprise different letters or even

parts of their formulae) on one stick. By the way, there are also exercises containing formu
lae of legal and business documents as well.
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written documents as well as with the education of the trainee scribes.68 This
office was probably located at a temple n. 19). However, at present we cannot
say whether there were one or more offices in a city. We can only assume that
every reasonably large city in Ancient South Arabia would have had at least one
such office where all written correspondence was centrally regulated. 69

While the above mentioned arguments support the assumption of a central
ized organization of written correspondence, the letters themselves also exhibit
some evidence that they were written, of course, in the name of the senders – but

by professional scribes. One phrase occurs in the Late Sabaic letter X.BSB
141/4f. quoted above, but is nevertheless found in several other letters of the
same period:70

w hmw f ngyw l s r br kmw k

“As for them [the senders], they have asked to write to you that ..”

This phrase is best understood as a commission of the scribe by the senders to
write the message in their name. In an other letter of the Late Sabaic period,
X.BSB 158/7, the colophone is augmented by the following passage:

AS/EA LXII•3•2008, S. 771–802

w zbr bdm k h n signature

“ BDM has signed this) as he was informed”.

This means that the person mentioned obviously not the scribe but a representa

tive of the senders)71 has confirmed by signature that the written text corre

sponds to the instructions he was given by the senders. This orally, as the verb
h n from the root N “to hear”) suggests, transmitted message was then writ
ten down by the scribe – not necessarily in its final form already but only in a

first draft, containing the basic information from the senders. A specimen of

68 Another argument for the existence of a centralized writing process is provided by the sym

bols which occur on many sticks cf. above, with n. 25). Their uniformity seems to contra

dict the assumption of an independent production of these writings in different private
households.

69 Besides this public office, the existence of private archives should not be excluded, at least

in the royal palaces. But even governors may have received their instructions through the

normal public way as the existence of a royal letter to the governors of the neighbouring city
of Na qum among the texts from the Na n archive shows X.BSB 139 from the 4th c CE).

70 X.BSB 142/5, 144/4f., and 149/2f.
71 For this identification, see the exhaustive discussion in STEIN, 2008: 33 and 553.
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such a draft letter is probably preserved in the following text from the Munich
collection:

X.BSB 129 Mon.script.sab. 41272 cf. figs. 3.7.a–b)

1. ywn / l whb t / <w > b hw / w mr hw / w mr t hw /

2. mngw / lm / b hw / t lm / y lgd / b br / r?bbm

3. mngw / hysrn / ny / lmn / d / msy / w d / r

YWN to WHB T, his tribe, his lord and his lady:
2 Request to send) the document which Y LGD has signed, to RBBM
3 Request to send two documents, one of fifty units) and one of ten units).

This note in the form of a list contains the characteristic feature of an epistolary
formula in line 1: the name of sender YWN) and addressee WHB T and his
relatives). The two following entries can be considered two matters to be dealt

with in the body of the letter it has to be noticed that these two requests are

introduced by a noun which is derived from the same root as the verb ngy “to

ask” in the formula quoted above). All other specifics of epistolary formula, like
greetings and blessings and inquiries about the correspondent’s well being, are

stereotypical phrases as seen above). They are not adapted to an individual
situation and are therefore not included in the draft. Only afterwards, when the

scribe was going to formulate the actual letter, would he have filled up these

outlines with the necessary formulae of politeness.

5.2 The role of the messenger

Finally, a last point has to be dealt with, the question of how the letters were

delivered to their destination. If our picture of a centralized writing and also

reading) process of correspondence, located in certain offices, is correct, we

might expect some equally centralized postal system, mainly connecting these

offices in different cities. At present, however, we have no indication of an or
ganization of this kind. Most of the letters give no hint of the mode of delivery
of the message. Only occasionally are certain persons mentioned who can be

identified as a messenger, as in the following passage from X.BSB 98/2:73

72 A palm leaf stalk of 24.7 x 1.7 cm, written in the ductus of stage Ry IVa.
73 The only further example of this formula in the examined corpus is Mon.script.sab. 68/2;

another from unpublished material is quoted by MARAQTEN, 2003: 276.
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w s r s r k m b m mhbm

“The letter [lit. writing] you wrote has arrived with MHBM”.

This expression has a rather familiar character; the messenger seems to be an

individual well known to both sender and addressee. In contrast to this, how
ever, a formula without mention of such a person w s r s rk f m “The letter
you wrote has arrived”, e.g., X.BSB 109/3) seems to be more common.74 What
ever this means, the evidence is not sufficient to allow any convincing conclu
sion. Of all aspects of correspondence by letter, the question of how the mes

sages were delivered remains one of the least documented.

6 Ancient South Arabian letters published up to now75

Ghul Document A: BEESTON, 1989: 17f.; RYCKMANS, 1993; STEIN, 2005a:
461–469.

Ghul Document B: BEESTON, 1989: 17f.; RYCKMANS, 1993; STEIN, 2005a:

469–483.

A 40 4 TYA 5: RYCKMANS/MÜLLER/ABDALLAH, 1994: no. 5; SIMA, 2000:
125 ex. 1.

YM 11742 TYA 6: RYCKMANS/MÜLLER/ABDALLAH, 1994: no. 6; STEIN,

2006: 391f. no. 3.

YM 11729 TYA 7: RYCKMANS/MÜLLER/ABDALLAH, 1994: no. 7; STEIN,

2006: 395f. no. 7.

YM 11732 TYA 8: RYCKMANS/MÜLLER/ABDALLAH, 1994: no. 8.

YM 11733 TYA 9: RYCKMANS/MÜLLER/ABDALLAH, 1994: no. 9.

YM 11749 TYA 14: RYCKMANS/MÜLLER/ABDALLAH, 1994: no. 14; STEIN,

2006: 392f. no. 4

YM 11738 TYA 15: RYCKMANS/MÜLLER/ABDALLAH, 1994: no. 15.

74 While only two letters mention the messenger cf. above, with the preceding note), the

formula without it occurs in at least four texts besides the above mentioned, X.BSB
103/3f., 113/3f., and 133/2). Most letters, however, completely lack any information of this
kind.

75 Excluding the corpus in STEIN, 2008 cf. above, n. 14). – If not otherwise indicated, the

language of the texts is Sabaic.
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without siglum: ABDALL H, 1996; STEIN, 2005c: 185; STEIN, 2006: 390f. no.
2.

Oost.Inst. 14 L 14: DREWES/RYCKMANS, 1997; SIMA, 2000: 216 ex. 1; STEIN,

2006: 389f. no. 1.
X.JRy b 2 Minaic): RYCKMANS/LOUNDINE, 1997.

Mon.script.sab. 68: WENINGER, 2002: 217–220; STEIN, 2006: 393f. no. 5.
Mon.script.sab. 129 X.BSB 100): STEIN, 2004.
Mon.script.sab. 557 X.BSB 121): STEIN, 2006: 394f. no. 6.

Mon.script.sab. 6 X.BSB 141): STEIN, 2006: 396f. no. 8.
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Figures
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Fig. 3.1. The palaeographic development of the Ancient South Arabian monumental left column)
and minuscule right column) scripts from Early until Late Sabaic times i.e., eighth century BC
until sixth century CE).
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Fig. 3.2a. Oost.Inst. 14 palaeogr. Ry IIb, from DREWES/RYCKMANS, 1997: 225 fig. 1).
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Fig. 3.2b. Oost.Inst. 14, facsimile from DREWES/RYCKMANS, 1997: 226 fig. 2).
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Fig. 3.3a. YM 11742 TYA 6 palaeogr. Ry IVa, from RYCKMANS/MÜLLER/ABDALLAH, 1994: 84

pl. 6a).

Fig. 3.3b. YM 11742 TYA 6, facsimile from RYCKMANS/MÜLLER/ABDALLAH, 1994: 84 pl. 6a).
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Fig. 3.4a. X.BSB 98 Mon.script.sab. 38 palaeogr. Ry IIIa, photo: BSB München).
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Fig. 3.4b. X.BSB 98 Mon.script.sab. 38, facsimile.
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Fig. 3.5a. X.BSB 107 Mon.script.sab. 80, obverse palaeogr. Ry IVa, photo: BSB München).

Fig. 3.5b. X.BSB 107 Mon.script.sab. 80, reverse photo: BSB München).

Fig. 3.5c. X.BSB 107 Mon.script.sab. 80, facsimile.
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Fig. 3.6a. X.BSB 141 Mon.script.sab. 6 palaeogr. Ry IVb, photo: BSB München).
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Fig. 3.6b. X.BSB 141 Mon.script.sab. 6, facsimile.
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Fig. 3.7a. X.BSB 129 Mon.script.sab. 412 palaeogr. Ry IVa, photo: BSB München).

Fig. 3.7b. X.BSB 129 Mon.script.sab. 412, facsimile.
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